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New power tariff structure in works,
large domestic consumers to be
charged more

The burden of subsidising the power bills
of agricultural and low-income families is
set to move from industrial consumers to
large domestic and commercial consumers
of electricity.

The government plans to introduce a new
tariff structure to charge more from large
domestic power consumers rather than
industrial units that currently share the
cross subsidy burden.

Most states categorise households
consuming more than 800 units of power a
month as large domestic consumers. The
government is also working on simplifying
tariff patterns by classifying consumers in
two to three categories and sub-categories
to bring transparency in power billing.

An expert committee has been set for this.
It comprises senior officials from various
states and the power ministry to work on
the new tariff structure that encourages
energy conservation by residential
consumers and reduces the power bill of
industrial consumers.

The committee is also studying the
possibility of increasing fixed charges on
connected load of domestic consumers to
encourage them to surrender unutilised
load.

Most states continue with electricity
tariff structures created since their
formation and are often criticised for
political interventions and biases against
industrial units that, despite being regular
payees, are levied cross-subsidy and other
charges.Domestic power consumption, on
the other hand, is subsidised, though tariffs
increase with consumption.

Nowhere in the world except India are
power consumers charged for regular
payments and bulk consumption. These

patterns have never been altered though tariffs have changed over
the years. In fact, most countries give sops to industrial consumers
onhigher power consumption, a top government official said, not
wanting to be identified.

Encouraging industrial units to increase power usage is the need of
the hour since India has moved away from being a power-deficit
country to a power-surplus country, said a senior official in the
power ministry, who too did want to be named.Industrial units can
absorb the excess generation capacity of power plants operating
at about 60% of capacity due to lack of demand from distribution
utilities and an ongoing economic slowdown.

The utilisation of thermal power plants may fall to 48% by 2022 as
the government plans to add 175 GW of renewable energy capacity
and 50 GW of new power projects in the pipeline. The Electricity
Act, 2003, enabled industrial consumers to choose their sources of
power through open access. States initially implemented the reform
with enthusiasm but later started imposing financial and nonfinancial
barriers on industries to discourage them from purchasing electricity
from sources other than their distribution utilities.

The Economic Survey 2015-16 highlighted the need for progressive
tariff schedules for domestic consumers through which charges
for the poor could be reduced and burden on industrial units eased.
It said high-cost and low-quality power supply is rendering the units
uncompetitive affecting the government’s aim to make India a global
manufacturing hub.

The report said compared to other developing countries, India’s
domestic power tariff schedules have greater scope for
progressivity. Increase in tariffs for rich households can be achieved
while maintaining or reducing tariffs for the poor. It said regulators
should undertake broad welfare analysis while deciding on tariff
schedules and cross subsidisation rate for different categories.
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It is the most cherished moment for me to be the
President of FTAPCCI in its centenary year. I have
the incomparable honour of welcoming Shri Pranab
Mukherjee, the Hon’ble President of India. Thank you
very much Sir for accepting our invitation.

Sir, Federation was established 100 years ago in 1917,
but there is lack of documentary evidence in our
Archives to establish exactly which day it was. As the
President of FTAPCCI in its Centenary Year I am
proud to declare that we have decided to celebrate this
very day that you have joined us in our celebrations –
i.e. 23rd December –as the Annual Day of FTAPCCI
in the years to come.

A very special welcome to Shri E.S.L. Narasimhan,
Hon’ble Governor of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh,
the guiding force for our Federation and also –
significantly – the person who magically flagged off
our journey in this centenary year. Sir, your support
and guidance over the years – and more recently, the
vision that you have shared with us on 4th July 2016,
have given us important pointers. They have helped us
lay the blueprint for the years to come.

Sir, we, at FTAPCCI, are very proud that the two Telugu
States, Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, have topped
the rankings in ‘Ease of Doing Business (EoDB)’ in
the country. We constantly strive to support both the
Governments in taking proactive business friendly
measures.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Today, we are gathered here – in this Hall to celebrate
a story that took 100 years to unfold.

A story about a group of visionary businessmen - right
back in 1917 - who perceived a ‘need’, where other
fail to see one. who dared to explore
uncharted territories…. and make a difference in areas
that others feared to tread, who conceived and created
today’s Federation

We are here to relive the glory of the Federation of
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh Chambers of

Address of Sri Ravindra Modi, President,

FTAPCCI to the members on the occasion of

Annual Day of Centenary Year,

23rd December, 2016

Commerce and Industry – popularly known as
FTAPCCI….

This entity has remained un-wavering in its commitment
to empower trade, commerce and industry for an entire
Century

Geographies may have changed… maps may have been
etched to reflect the scars of political differences and
changing priorities -

However, The Federation has neither changed its focus
nor its commitment to support the growth of the Telugu-
speaking States and lead them from strength to strength.

Through not just several decades, but …. One hundred
years, to be precise. A century.

In fact, in the video you have just seen, the Centenary
Logo of FTAPCCI displays the numeric hundred, which
depicts two wheels, first reflects the commitment of
last hundred years in industrialization and second with
two tender leaves representing the two new States and
our promise to nurture them.

We stand on the threshold where FTAPCCI makes its
remarkable journey from a humble Chamber of
Commerce with 31 members to a powerhouse of over
3000 members and a strong secretariat

Today, we live in an era where change is the only
constant.

Ex:  The implementation of GST and the revolutionary
demonetization bear the testimony to the dynamic nature
of business. The need to change the way we transact
our business from cash to cashless makes us to adapt
the change overnight.

The communication that is not instantaneous is no
communication at all.

The technology which is in vogue today becomes
obsolete tomorrow.

We, at FTAPCCI recognize this as a time for
introspection, reflection, reaffirmation and reinvention.
It is also time to decide the future.
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We therefore, need to rewrite our Mission and Vision
for our next generation

We reiterate our Mission as:

“To remain a vibrant Apex Federation, serving

as the voice for business, dedicated to

shaping policy and procedures, ensure the

coordination of business and government,

resulting in improved economies of Telangana

and Andhra Pradesh”.

Our Vision as:

· To incessantly lead the business community towards
sustainable economic growth, advocate a
probusiness climate

· To develop innovative solutions that create jobs,
increase domestic  and foreign investment and helps
industrialization

· To help business thrive and entrepreneurs strive

· To develop skills for tomorrow’s start-ups,
workforce and entrepreneurs

· To build a vibrant and prosperous community through
business leadership in the region.

· To eventually earn a place of pride for both
Telangana and Andhra Pradesh among the Top 5
prosperous states in the nation.

I take this opportunity to lay down a concrete plan
to meet our Mission and Vision:

* We now live in an era where data and business
intelligence have emerged as key-drivers of change and
policy making. The data base is necessary for both the
Government and industry for formulating policies,
schemes, and to assess market trends. FTAPCCI has
embarked on Market Research and Data Collection,
an endeavor that will lift FTAPCCI from a mere
facilitation centre to a Knowledge Chamber.

* In the era of Globalization and Collaboration,
Intellectual Property Rights give competitive advantage
over others and it shall be crucial for the industry to
protect their Intellectual Properties. FTAPCCI proposes
to open an IPR Facilitation centre to service its’
members

* The piling up of cases in judicial courts, delay in
judgments, and rising costs of litigation calls for setting
up of ADR Centres.  FTAPCCI proposes to set up
one such centre in near future to help and resolve the
issues of its fraternity.

* India is a young country. FTAPCCI recognizes the
need for promoting and encouraging the Start-Ups to
create an environment for self-employment. It proposes
to set up “Incubation Centres” in an innovative way
where an existing, experienced member can provide
an hand-holding support and guide the start-ups

* FTAPCCI has initiated meaningful relationships
with Universities / educational institutions by bonding
strong linkages between industry and academic
institutions.  FTAPCCI perceives to act as a bridge to
close the gap between the requirement of industry and
the skill sets of the future workforce.

* Entrepreneurship Development Centre will be set
up to promote the entrepreneurship across all sections
of the society and among the rural population

* FTAPCCI proposes to set up an International Trade
Promotion Centre to help its members expand their
business globally.

We recommit ourselves to one and all in this room –
one and all in the states of Telangana and Andhra
Pradesh, and to the entire nation our Mission and Vision

We pledge to raise the bar in every venture we
undertake, and to understand and meet the expectations
of our stakeholders in the years to come.

Sir, we had the privilege of meeting you in December,
2012 at Federation House.

We are indeed most fortunate that as we pen the next
chapter in our history... we have your blessings once
again… and are once again fortunate to have you
address us in Centenary Celebrations.

Even as I welcome you to our Annual Day in
FTAPCCI’s Centenary Year, I wish to clarify that I
humbly do so on behalf of all my erstwhile Office
Bearers, FTAPCCI’s galaxy of Past Presidents and
Managing Committee who have led FTAPCCI from
strength to strength over a century.

I take the creative liberty to adapt the golden words
of Robert Frost while describing the Federation’s
journey from today onwards:

“The woods are lovely, dark, and deep, but we have
promises to keep,

And miles to go before we sleep,… and miles to go
before we sleep.

Ravindra Modi
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The President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee
addressed the Centenary Year Celebrations of the
Federation of Telangana and Andhra Pradesh
Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FTAPCCI) on
23rd December, 2016 in Hyderabad.

In the year of Centenary it has its own significance.
No doubt reaching hundred years in the life of any
organization is an important landmark and in your case
it is not only a landmark event in your life but it is also
a story which is scripted for hundred years by
contribution of many persons, not only of the story of
development of Industry, Trade and Commerce but also
the story of 100 years the life of a vast multitude of
people living in this region.

 In 1917 it began its small step, but as there is a saying,
“Even a long march starts with the first step”. The
first step was significant and surely on the occasion of
when we are reaching the Centenary year and having
the Annual Day function on the Centenary year to
remember those who have made their own contribution.

Sir Parmananda Das who began this as the Chamber
of Commerce in 1917. the year was significant because
in these 3-4 years India adopted a massive agitation
under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi to attain its
freedom and Swaraj. 1917 was the penultimate year
of the First World War’s conclusions. After that the
British imperial power emerged as almost unchallenged
in Europe because it’s two potential rivalries one was
France, which was totally devastated though came out
with areas but lost its vitality substantially, and another
was Germany, which was completely vanquished.

But we have this story of our own that is the story of
not only fighting for political emancipation but also to
make economic development in our country. No doubt
hundred ninety years history of colonial rule is the history

of exploitation suffering miseries and as Dadabhai
Nauroji once observed in the House of Commons itself
as one of the rarest Indian members in the British
House of Commons. He informed the British MPs and
also the British rulers that your rule in India is
synchronizing with the constant drain of the resources
from a very resourceful country to yours.

Therefore we began our journey!

 so far as your chamber is concerned in 1917 but it
had to witness many major possible in our life
encompassing our aspirations or political freedom,

INDIA ON THE CUSP OF A

LEAPTOWARDS

HIGHER GROWTH TRAJECTORY,

Says PRESIDENT

In the year of Centenary it has

its own significance.

No doubt reaching hundred

years in the life of any

organization is an important

landmark and in your case it

is not only a landmark event

in your life but it is also a

story which is scripted for

hundred years by contribution

of many persons, not only of

the story of development of

Industry, Trade and

Commerce but also the story

of 100 years the life of a vast

multitude of people living in

this region.

“
“
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economic development occupy in our rightful place in
the committee of nations and I’m happy that yours’
organization have not only been contributed
substantially by those who have provided the
enlightened leadership to your Chamber of Commerce
and Industry but also had the years who have built up a
strong backup teams in the Secretariat, because if you
have a strong backup team it becomes easy for you to
handle the situation because the constant support you
receive from their research studies preparing paper
notes and other relevant information’s help the
policymakers to take the correct decision.

When you are celebrating your hundred years of
existence India is in the cause of a major change. Major
change in the sense we can describing is a major jump,
leap towards a higher growth projected.

Since Independence there have been many policy
formulations, many measures taken to lead the country
towards economic prosperity, to attain the objectives
of the economic development to provide jobs, to provide
food, education and health which were a gigantic task.

Thanks to our leaders who had the foresight to see
that political freedom is just an opportunity to achieve
the welfare state which is the ultimate objective of the
state where people have the facilities to build their own
lives in their own way. Have education, have health,

have food, have job, have employment and have the
opportunities of growing fast.

India is emerging! There is no doubt our GDP growth
in the last 15 years sometimes it has-been affected not
entirely because of the slow-down of the economic
process in the country but because of the external
factors of our reach who had no control. The major
economic crisis of 2008 which nobody could predict
that with the indiscrete action of the housing mortgaging
bag would trigger off a crisis of such dimension. It
gives birth to a new institution old institution group of
20 which is popularly known as G20.

Finally, The President called upon the industrialists
present and the Corporate Sector of the country to
come forward and take pro-active part in the various
programmes initiated by the Government of India such
as Digital India, Clean India, Make in India, Start up
India etc. He expressed the hope that these
programmes would help the country continue to
progress in the growth trajectory of the past 15 years.
He highlighted the fact that the nation’s growth rate in
the last decade and half had not only been high but the
country was also shielded from the worst effects of
the global economic crisis of 2008.
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Startup funding deals drop

this year as investors turn wary
The number of startups that got
funding this year fell more than a
fourth from last year as investors
tightened their purse strings, according
to a report from VCCEdge, the data
research platform of News Corp
VCCircle.

The total disclosed value of funding
deals for startups dropped 44% from
a year earlier, show the data collated
until 16 December.

Nita Kapoor, CEO of News Corp-
owned The VCCircle Network, said
the decline in deal volume is not
surprising considering that the
slowdown started in the first quarter
itself.

“It’s a question of macro-economic
indicators; inflation was high and
consumption was not picking up. We
were anchoring on a good rainfall and
it happened and we thought the
markets will pick up. And the markets
did pick up; business accelerated due
to Diwali. But then came
demonetisation and now the next two
quarters look bleak,” she said.

In terms of sectors, technology
startups led the funding numbers
across major cities—Delhi-NCR,
Bangalore, Mumbai, Chennai and
Hyderabad. Startups in the consumer
staples sector came a distant second
when it came to raising funds.

Article

For a detailed analysis of
investments and average deal
value across sectors and some
top exits, view the full :
http://www.vccircle.com/news/finance/
2016/12/23/startup-funding-deals-drop-
year-investors-turn-
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Seminar on

“Role of Digital Revolution in Arbitration”
FTAPCCI organized a half day seminar on “Role of
Digital Revolution in Arbitration” at FTAPCCI
Auditorium, Federation House on 7th December, 2016.

Sri Arun Luharuka, Vice President, FTAPCCI in his
welcome address, spoke about the growing importance
of Arbitration in the present scenario with reference to
the number of cases pending at various levels of courts
in India. Further, in the era of massive digitization, he
explained how the subject of digital evidence in
arbitration is of paramount importance.

Sri Abhay Kumar Jain, Chairman, ADR & IPR
Committee, FTAPCCI made introductory remarks that,
a topic like role of digital revolution in arbitration is very
unique which has a blend of IT as well as legal sectors.
Hence, he expressed his view that the subject of the
seminar was taken up by FTAPCCI at the right time
understanding the importance and need for
understanding the concept of digital arbitration. Sri
Gowra Prasad, Chairman of IT, E-commerce and Start
ups committee was also present.

The session on Role of digital revolution in arbitration
was addressed by the esteemed guest and speaker,
Mr. Neeraj Aarora, Advocate at the Supreme Court of
India, Cyber Law Expert and arbitrator. The session
began with a brief explanation on the recent challenges
of cyber crime. Further, the impact of demonetisation
on e-commerce and online transactions and the risks
involved with online transactions were discussed. Cyber
crimes, section 43 ( c ) of the IT Act was touched
upon and then the session slowly took a transition
towards the subject of arbitration Vs. Litigation. The
emerging concept of Online Dispute Resolution (ODR)
where technology is taken as a tool for arbitration was
explained in detail. Consequently, the various challenges
related to ODR, the varied laws of ODR, under the IT
Act, digital evidence in arbitration and a few case
studies were elucidated by the speaker. The lecture
came to an end with a deliberation on the emerging
professional opportunities. Question and answer
session followed, in which several queries related to
digital arbitration, various procedures, processes for
retrieving the lost data etc were clarified by the speaker.

Panel Discussion on “Effect of Growing NPAs on

Economic Growth - Way Forward”

FTAPCCI, in association with Business Standard
organized a half day Panel Discussion on “Effect of
Growing NPAs on Economic Growth - Way Forward”
on 8th December, 2016 at FTAPCCI Auditorium,
Federation House.

Sri Arun Luharuka, Vice President, FTAPCCI gave
the welcome address. He stated that at present high
levels of Non Performing Assets (NPA) in the banking
sector is an issue of worry and its constant increase is
a matter of serious economic concern. The sharp
increase in stressed assets has been adversely impacting
the profitability of the banks. NPAs catch negative view
in the international market which can affect the Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) in India and MNCs
infrastructure as well.

He  stated that while we cannot undo the mistakes or
errors that have been committed in terms of credit
assessment and monitoring, effective steps needs to
be taken and a holistic approach is the best way
forward. Sri Prem Chand Kankria, Chairman of
Banking Finance and Insurance Committee, FTAPCCI,
giving introductory remarks.

During his Introductory remarks, Sri Prem Chand
Kankria stated that, it is of paramount importance to
study the rationale behind the accumulation of the NPAs
where NPAs are adversely impacting  the banks by
reducing their profits in the form of interests and
provisions, reducing their lending capacity and making
them more risk averse, which in turn impacts the
economy. He emphasized that NPA accounts must be
restructured and revived to improve the national wealth.

Sri. Darsarath Reddy, Editor, Business Standard
addressing the gathering.

Sri. Darsarath Reddy introducing Business Standard
& Smart Business highlighted that the session is taking
place at the most appropriate time and will be a fruitful
& knowledgeable session for all.

All panel members presented their views.

Dr. Vikas Singh, President, Crux Management Services
(P) Ltd. during his session, talked about the role of the
banks and industrialists. He stated that when the
relationship between both the parties (bank and
industry) doesn’t work it turns into NPA.
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He pointed that from academic point of view by saying
that rising NPAs is leading to the loss of the economy
as a whole and causing severe damage to the economy
He said it’s more than a bank issue or industrial issue
and should be looked in a broader perspective. For an
example, every Steel industry that got closed due to
the sickness resulted in loss of employment to 200-300
people.

Sri. A. Sarathy, Deputy General Manager, SAMB, State
Bank of India, Hyderabad, talking from a banker’s
perspective, said that stable banking sector is very
important for stabilizing of the economy. Banks can do
nothing about NPA, as it is system driven and
automatically remind the account holder regarding the
regularization of account. Unless loan assets generate
cash, actual payments recovery cannot happen. He
stated that early identification of restructured assets is
important. He talked about the internal and external
factors and told that all the stake holders, banks and
industrialists are equally responsible for the growing
NPAs. He described factors effecting NPAs broadly
into government policies, Business environment and
natural calamities impacting on finance, production and
marketing.

Dr. S Subbaiah, General Manager, FIDD, Reserve Bank
of India spoke about the importance of the banking
sector and industrial sector, where these two entities
are critical for substantial and inclusive growth of the
economy. He said, timely availability of credit is
important for MSMEs and this aspect should be
strengthened. Dr. Yerram Raju, SME Lead Consultant,
said that every documentation should be carefully done
as sanctions have risk in it. He told that monitoring the

implementation of guidelines and strengthening the
insurance mechanism is very important.

Sri Yugandhar Reddy, Chief Manager, Technical, State
Bank of Hyderabad, said that, for the revival,
rehabilitation and recovery of sick units they have
created committees at district level as well at zonal
level, committee constituting of bank officials and
industry officials.

According to him, “An account becoming NPA is a
symptom where we have to find out root causes for
it”. These root causes may be technical issues, market
recession, quality aspect etc.

He suggested that every unit where ever financed, may
provide two finance facilities: Additional term loan;
Additional working capital.

He also suggested:

* Entrepreneurs should be aware of the schemes,
benefits and facilities available for them in banking
sector.

* Revival and rehabilitation: It is not only role of the
banks but other organizations and institutes should also
come forward.

* Incentivizing the borrowers is very important to cater
to the issues of NPAs.

Sri. Koteshwar Rao, Covenor, All India Forum for Small
& Medium Industries presented a case study regarding
NPAs.

The panel discussion was followed by a question and
answer session.

The event ended with the vote of thanks to the chair.

FTAPCCI in association with International Youth
Fellowship organized a Lecture Meet on “Achieving
Success and Prosperity through Mind Education” on
10th December, 2016 at FTAPCCI Auditorium,
Federation House, Hyderabad.   

Mr.C.V. Anirudh Rao, Chairman, Youth Affairs
Committee, FTAPCCI briefed about FTAPCCI and its
activities.  He mentioned that FTAPCCI is working
closely with several educational institutions and the
Chamber is acting as a bridge between Government &
academic institutions for various surveys & research.  
FTAPCCI has constituted the Youth Affairs Committee

Lecture Meet on

“Achieving Success and Prosperity through

MindEducation”

to take up promotional and empowerment activities for
overall development of youth.  He stated that FTAPCCI
is keen to associate with International Youth Fellowship
for organizing more events that benefits the young
generation.

Mr.Gopal Garg, Co-Chairman, HR & IR Committee,
FTAPCCI said that education is ‘mind preparation’ and
is carried out remote from the actual work area. 
Training is the systematic development of the attitude,
knowledge, skill pattern required by a person to perform
a given task or job adequately and development is the
growth of the individual in terms of ability, understanding
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and awareness.  FTAPCCI is making concerted efforts
for the development of human and industrial relations
by organizing training programs.

Dr.Ock Soo Park, Founder, International Youth
Fellowship spoke about the flow of the heart and
emphasized the need for the mind education.  He also
shared his memorable experiences of countries that he
visited.  He mentioned that Indians are considered as
the most intelligent people in the whole world. 

The International Youth Fellowship (IYF) in association
with the International Mind Education Institute (IMEI)
provides a means of penetrating the minds and hearts

of employees allowing them to unite with the heart of
the company. It also allows the perfect means for
maintaining a continual measure on the pulse and flow
of the hearts of Company employees. This application
of the knowledge of the direction of the flow of the
mind in practical problem solving and direct
development is what will be achieved through the Mind
Education.

Mr.Young Min Jung, Director, International Youth
Fellowship and Mr. Hyeonyong Choi, Director,
International Youth Fellowship Nagaland addressed the
participants.

FTAPCCI is supporting the Clean India Technology Week 2017, Asia‘s leading show on cleaning
technologies to be held at Hitex Exhibition Center, Madhapur, from January 18 – 20, 2017. There
are two Technical sessions on each day in main building of HEC.

Seminar on Industrial Cleaning  is on 19th January, 2017 in Session – II at 2.00 pm to 4.00 pm. In
Third floor, Main building of HEC.  Fee Rs.2000/- + 15% Service per delegate (Early bird Rs.1500/
- + 15% Service Tax) till December 23, 2016.

For FTAPCCI and Affiliated Association Members fee is Rs.1,000/- + 15% Service Tax only.

All the members are requested to participate in the three days programme and reap the benefit.

Please confirm their participation to Mr. Girijapathi, Asst.Director, FTAPCCI,
Mobile No.  8008700258;  e-mail:girijapathi@ftapcci.com .

For further details please contact Ms Revati B of Clean India at revati@virtualinfo.in or call her
on 022-61204139/111 between 9.30am and 5.00pm.

Clean India Technology Week 2017

Forthcoming Event

Help Us... Grow your Chamber...Refer a Member

The Member Referral program is a great opportunity to help FTAPCCI and your business grow. Please
share with others business the ways that your company values your Chamber membership. To refer a

potential member, please send the details to email : membershelpdesk@ftapcci.com.

Let the company you are referring knwo that we will be touch with them, and we will
take care of the rest !
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Note : List of Competent persons available for the inspection of the Boilers by third

party in Telangana State visit link : https://www.ftapcci.com/pages/circulars
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